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Booking form 2020 

The booking dates below will be considered for billing 

Please read it carefully before to sign it 
 

Arrival day:……………………………………………………………...…………… Departure day:…………………………..……………………………. 
A week minimum. Arrival and departure day: Saturday, Sunday, Wednesday. 

Name :………………………………………………………………………………………….First name …………………………………………………. 
Birth date :……../………………. /…………….. 
Address :………………………………………………………………… Post code :……………… 
City :……………………………………………………Country :………................ 
Email :………………………………………………………………………………….Handy : ……………………………......... Pho e : …………………………………………. 
Vehicle* :………………………………………………………………………………….… Plate u er:…………………………………………………. 
Passport : ……………………………………………………………………..……………..Or Identity card number ………….………………………………………… 

Ele tri it :…………….YES…………………..NO 

Ho  a  te t:…………………  

Size:……………………………………. 
Cara a …….YES……..NO………         Size:………………………. 

Total surfa e of our i stallatio :…………………………….M                          

Dog…………………………………Breed :…………………………………. 
PARTICIPANTS: 

NAME FIRST NAME BIRTH DATE 

   

   

   

   

   

   

Tourist tax: 0.60€ per perso , per da  o er  years old. Free of charge: Baby under 3 years old / Hot shower. 

Eco-tax (collecting and sorting of waste, recycling)  : . € per perso , per day over 18 years old. 

* vehicle inside or outside the camping place. ** Tent free of charge for children under 15 years. The Additional tent and 

the Additional car are allowed in the reasonable respect of the space on your site.  

 

ANIMALS: The pad of inoculation and the identification of the animal are compulsory.  

ELECTRICITY: Do ’t forget to ri g  meters of cable and an European adaptor 

 

CONDITION OF BOOKING: A pitch number will not be assigned in advance. The booking of the place will be actual only 

after the payment of the deposit. You are up to inform us in case of change of date about arrival or about departure, 

because the place is reserved to you 24 hours, after what, we have this place freely, considering your booking as 

cancelled. 

 

We do not refund in the event of cancellation, free with you to subscribe our Cancellation insurance + interruption 

insurance, there is an extract of the warranty document on our web-site: www.actinidias.com 

 

 I know the general rules of the camping les Actinidias, I accept them and the conditions of booking too. 

So, I pa  50 € as deposit.                                                            :……50……….€ 

I choose to add 2.70% of the total cost (except tourist ta )  : ……..…………€ 

TOTAL                      : ……………………………………….€ 

 

With bank transfer : IBAN : FR76 1390 6000 0948 2433 4505 044     BIC :    AGRIFRPP839 

Or by Secure payment with your credit card: www.actinidias.com 

 

I agree your booking conditions your prices and your terms of sale. I agree and all my family to respect rules of the campsite 

 

Date :………………/…………………/………………….   Sig ature: ………………………………………. 

Wishes: 

mailto:actinidias@orange.fr
http://www.actinidias.com/
http://www.actinidias.com/
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Rules of procedure from the Camping Les Actinidias Casteljau 
CAMPING LES ACTINIDIAS *** LES LAUZASSES, 07460 CASTELJAU 

1°) Admission requirements: To be allowed to penetrate, to settle, and 

remain on the campsite, it is necessary y to be authorized by the 

manager or his representative. It has as an obligation to take care of the 

good behaviour and the good order of the campsite like to the respect of 

the application of this rules of procedure. The fact of remaining on the 

campsite les Actinidias implies the acceptance of this payment and the 

commitment to conform to it. 

 

2°) Formalities of police force: Any person having to remain at least a 

night in the campsite must as a preliminary present at the manager or 

her representative her papers identity and fill the formalities required by 

the police force. The minors not accompanied by their parents will not 

be allowed 

 

3°) Installation: The tent or the caravan and the material y related must 

be installed with the site indicated in accordance with the directives of 

the manager or his representative. 

 

4°) Reception Office:  

Opened from 8.15 am to 9.30 pm *  

One will find at the Reception Office all the information on the services 

of the campsite, information on the possibilities of supply, the sporting 

installations, the tourist of surroundings and various richness and various 

addresses which can prove to be useful. A book of complaint is held at 

the disposal of the users. The complaints will be taken into accounts only 

if they are signed, will be dated, as precise as possible and referring itself 

to relatively recent facts.   

 

5°) Payment of the fees: the fees have to be paid at the Reception Office. 

Their amount is the subject of one posting to the entry of the campsite 

and the Reception Office. They due according to the number of night 

counted from noon to noon. 

 

6°) Noise and silence: the user of the campsite are urged to avoid all 

noises and discussions which could disturb their neighbours. The sound 

apparatuses must be regulated consequently. Closings of the doors and 

trunk must be as discrete as possible. The dogs and other animals must be 

kept on a leash and constantly over by their owners. They do not owe, 

being not left with the campsite, even locked up in the absence of their 

Masters who of it are civilly responsible. Silence must be total enters 23 

P.M and 7 A.M on the campsite and on the beach. 

 

7°) Visitors: After being authorized by the manager or his representative, 

the visitors can be allowed in the campsite under the responsibility for 

the campers who receive them. The camper can receive visitors at the 

reception. The fees are the subject of one posting to the entry of the 

camp site and at the Reception Office. If these visitors are allowed to 

penetrate in the campsite, the camper who receives them is has to pay 

the charges, in measurement or the visitor has access to the services 

and/or installations of the campsite. The cars of the visitors are 

prohibited in the campsite. 

 

8°) Circulation and parking of the vehicles: To the interior of the campsite 

the vehicles must run at a speed limits of 10 km/h. Circulation is 

prohibited between 10. 30 p.m and 7 a.m. The parking, strictly prohibited 

on the sites usually occupied by the shelters of camp-site, does not have, 

moreover to block circulation nor to prevent the installation of 

newcomers. 

 

9°) Behaviour and aspect of the installations: Each one is held to abstain 

from any action which could harm cleanliness, the hygiene and the 

aspect of the campsite. To throw the water used on the ground or in the 

gutters is forbidden. 

  The "caravaneers" must obligatorily empty their water used in the 

installations envisaged for this purpose. Each one is held to abstain 

from any action which could harm cleanliness, the hygiene and the 

aspect of the common facilities its. Washing-up and laundry is strictly 

forbidden outside the provided sinks. The floral plantations and 

decorations must be respected. 

 

10°) Security :  

  

Fire: All fires are prohibited apart from the space 

arranged in collective barbecue. The stoves must be 

maintained in good operating condition and not to be 

used under dangerous conditions  

    In case of fire you must warn the direction immediately.  

    The extinguishers are usable in the event of need. 

    A box of help of first urgency is at the Reception Office 

     

Robbery: the direction is responsible for the objects                        

deposited at the office and has a general obligation of monitoring of 

the campsite. The camper keeps the responsibility for his own 

installation and must announce to the person in charge the presence 

for any suspect. 

 

11°) Plays: No violent or awkward play can be organized near the 

installations. The children will have to always be under the monitoring of 

their parents. 

 

12°) Vacant tents or caravans: Vacant tents or caravans cannot be left 

on the camp except in case of preliminary agreement with the 

management. The price of this service is posted at the office.  

                                

13°) Posting: This rules of procedure are posted with the entry of the 

campsite and the Reception Office. It is given to the customer with his 

request. 

 

14°) Infringement with the rules of procedure: If a resident would 

disturb the stay of the other users or would not respect the provisions 

of this rules of procedure, the manager or his representative will be 

able orally or written, if it considers it necessary, to ask this resident to 

cease the disorders. In the event of grave offence or repeated with the 

rules of procedure the manager will be able to terminate the contract. 

In the event of penal infringement, the manager will be able to call the 

police force. 

 

 

*The re eptio  or o er’s ottage  
 

mailto:actinidias@orange.fr
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CAMPING LES ACTINIDIAS *** LES LAUZASSES, 07460 CASTELJAU 

www.actinidias.com                       Email : actinidias@orange.fr        Téléphone : 0033(0)475390279 

 

Prices 2020 

 

 

Week-end 
Per Week, From Saturday to Saturday or Sunday to Sunday 

From 3 P.M to 10 A.M 

Sheets, pillow cases and bath towel are not provided, Pets 

are not allowed 

Only from 10/04 to 30/05, from 14/06 to 

30/06 And from 01/09 to 13/09 

27/03 to 

04/07 

05/11 to 

11/07 

12/07 to 

23/08 

24/08 to 

13/09 

Chalet 5 people 

2 rooms 

 nights : € 

 nights : € 

4 nights : € 

 

€ 

 

€ 

 

€ 

 

€ 

Mobil home 4 people 

Trigano evo 27 / 29 / 

Optimeo 

Mobil home 4 people 

O’hara 

Mobil home 4 people 

Trigano 33tp 

 

 

 nights : € 

 nights : € 

 nights : € 

 

 

 

€ 

 

 

 

€ 

 

 

 

€ 

 

 

 

€ 

Mobil home 6 people 

Trigano Evolution 31 

 nights : € 

 nights : € 

 nights : € 

 

€ 

 

€ 

 

€ 

 

€ 

 

Price for one campsite per day from 12h to 12h (6 people maximum) 

Tourist ta : . € / people /day from 18 years old. Hot showers included. Free of charge: Baby under 3 years 

old.  Eco-tax (collecting and sorting of waste, recycling): . € per da  a d per people ore tha   ears old. 
 27/03 to 04/07/20 05/07 to 22/08/20 23/08 to 13/09/20 

Site (set price for 2 people + 1 vehicle + 

1 caravan or 1 tent or 1 motorhome) 
. € . € . € 

Supplements 

Additional people + 7 years old . € . € . € 

Child - de 7 years old . € . € . € 

Additional vehicle (in the camping or 

in the parking of the property) 
. € . € . € 

Electricity 

(Provide extension 25 meters) 
. € . € . € 

Visitor + 2 hours . € . € . € 

Pet . € . € . € 

 

Group . € / People . € / People . € / People 

mailto:actinidias@orange.fr
http://www.actinidias.com/
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